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EVALUATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS 
We shall extend to  Dirichlet series the well known Cauchy 
formula for the coefficients of a Taylor series. We shall 
suppose tha t  UA < 00, although this condition is not essential. 
But we shall not have to  use the most general cases in which 
the formulas, established here with this restrictive hypothe- 
sis, are still true. 
THEOREM IX. If 
m 
f(s) = a,e-XnS 
n =1 
with uAf < 03, then 
l T  
anE-X”al - lim - f ( u 1  +it)ex”“dt (n  2 l), 
(15) - T = -  T l  
where to i s  arbitrary, where u1> UAf, otherwise arbitrary, and 
where f ( u l + i t )  i s  the value of the principal  branch of the 
funct ion.  
We have with s =ul+i t :  
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Hence 
which is equivalent t o  the statement of the theorem. 
As a matter of fact, it is seen that  in Theorem IX, uafcan 
be replaced by u,?, since only the uniform convergence was 
used in the proof. 
We shall have to  use the following lemma. 
LEMMA I. If c > 0, if k iJ- a positive integer, and  i f  w is real, 
then: 
Let us first suppose w >O. If T>O, u1<0, we shall denote 
by I I  ( 7') and by 
I z (T ,u l ) ,  I z (7 ' )  the  segments (u=u l ,  ltj  5 7') and ( u = c ,  
1 t 1 S T ) .  By C( T ,  al) we shall denote the rectangle composed 
of the four segments. We have by the theorem on residues: 
T,  u,) the segments (ul su s cy t = 
Since for ul fixed the integrals extended over Il(T,ul) 
and 11( - T , u l )  tend to  zero, we see that  
e w ( c s i l )  pO(u1+rl) u k - l  &\&@ - *  -k 1,- *  +it) k d t  = FiT! 7 
and since the second integral in this equality tends to  zero 
as u1 tends t o  - 03, we see tha t  our equality holds for w >O. 
The proof is similar if w 40. Here C( T,al) should be re- 
placed by a contour C'(T,u2) with uz>c and composed of 
segmentsIl '  ( +T,uz) E ( c s u ~ u ~ , ~ =  + 7 ' ) , I ~ ( 7 ' , u 2 ) = ( a = u ~ ,  
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I t /  5 T ) ,  I s ( T ) .  The integral (17), in which C(T,al) is re- 
placed by C’(T,a2), is then zero, since the function under 
the integral sign is liolomorphic inside C’( T,aa), and on mak- 
ing first T tend to  + 00 and then u2 to  + 00 we obtain the 
desired formula. 
THEOREMX. I j  
f(s) = C a,,e-”lS 
with  uAf < 0 0 ,  i f  v 2 0 and ;f k i s  a positive integer, then 
f o r  v > x 1 :  ( v -Xn)k - ’u ,  
A, < v  
f o r  0 s Y SX1: 
We have, with r = c + i t  for v>hl: 
1 - I )  ! ~ ~ c + i t ) e ~ ~ ~ + ~ )  ( c  +it) dt 
where c>max(uAf,O). 
From Lemma I and from the uniform convergence of the 
series under the last integral sign we see that the last in- 
tegral is zero. Therefore by Lemma I:  
J - -  
I n  this theorem, too, rAf can be replaced by oi. 
